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____________________________________________________________________ 

ORDER 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. The conviction and sentence are set aside. 

2. The matter is remitted to the Magistrate and he is directed to properly 

apply the provisions of s 112(1)(b) of the Criminal Procedure Act, Act 51 of 

1977 and to thereafter dispose of the matter in accordance with the law. 

3. The Magistrate is further directed to sentence the accused with due regard 

to any period of imprisonment already served by the accused. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

REVIEW JUDGMENT 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

SALIONGA, AJ (SHIVUTE, J concurring) 

 

[1] The accused was charged with assault with the intent to do grievous bodily harm 

in the Katima Mulilo Magistrate’s court. He pleaded guilty and was questioned in terms of 

s 112(1)(b) of the Criminal Procedure Act, Act 51 of 1977 and sentenced to a fine of 

N$3000 (three thousand Namibia dollars) or 8 (eight) months imprisonment. 

 

[2] When I received the record on review, I requested the magistrate to explain how 

did the court satisfy itself that accused intended to cause grievous bodily harm if no 

question was asked in that regard. 

 

[3] The learned Magistrate in his reply conceded that the accused person was not 

asked what his intention was at the time of the incident. That was an oversight on his part 

due to lack of experience but he has since learned the correct line of questioning. He 

requested the proceedings to be set aside and the matter be remitted back to him. 
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[4] Assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm is proven when all essential 

elements are established. All elements of an assault apply to this crime. However, in 

addition there must be intent to do grievous bodily harm. When applying section 112 (1) 

(b) of Act 51 of 1977, the presiding officer should ensure that accused admits all the 

elements of the offence. It is immaterial whether accused in fact inflicted bodily harm on 

the complainant, it is the intention to do grievous bodily harm that is relevant. (See C R 

Synman Criminal Law 6th Edition, at p 453) 

 

[5] In the instant case, accused admitted to having assaulted the complainant on the 

neck with a bottle. Nowhere on record was the accused asked if he intended to cause 

serious injury to the complainant. The magistrate conceded to that and his failure to 

establish the accused’s intention is fatal. The offence the accused is charged and 

convicted with is ‘assault with the intent to do grievous bodily harm and not causing 

injuries to the complainant.’ 

 

[6] In the light of the above, the conviction and sentence cannot be allowed to stand 

and the following order is made: 

 

1. The conviction and sentence are set aside. 

2. The matter is remitted to the Magistrate and he is directed to properly apply 

the provisions of s 112(1)(b) of the Criminal Procedure Act, Act 51 of 1977 

and to thereafter dispose of the matter in accordance with the law. 

3. The Magistrate is further directed to sentence the accused with due regard to 

any period of imprisonment already served by the accused. 

 

 

 

 

 

         ____________________ 

         J T SALIONGA 

         Acting Judge 
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         ___________________ 

         N N SHIVUTE 

         Judge 

 


